
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

REPORT ON THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING

The UCAR Board of Trustees met last week,
14-15 July, in the Fleischmann Building, which now
serves as UCAR corporate headquarters. Some of the
actions taken by the board were: (1) authorizing
NCAR director Francis Bretherton to appoint as senior
scientists Stephen Schneider and James McWilliams (both
of the Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction Division
[AAP]), Gerald Pneuman (High Altitude Observatory), and
Ralph Cicerone (newly appointed director of the Atmo-
spheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division); (2) authoriz-
ing divisional status for the Computing Facility (now
within the Atmospheric Technology Division), which will
become the Scientific Computing Division as of 1 October;
(3) authorizing UCAR management to work with NSF and
NASA to provide greater visibility and stature for the
National Scientific Balloon Facility; and (4) authoriz-
ing UCAR management to proceed with feasibility studies
and planning for several UCAR Cooperative University
Programs (CUPS). The board also heard a status report
on the Administration Division from director Bill Rawson
and received reports from the Scientific Programs Eval-
uation Committee (SPEC).

During the portion of the meeting devoted to UCAR
matters, the board approved a small number of CUPS,
the selection criteria for these efforts, and ways of
involving the university community. Two such programs
are already under way: the development of a strategy
for the investigation of the circulation patterns of
the upper layers of the ocean and a service program to
supply weather data to universities. The trustees
authorized UCAR management to proceed with feasibility
studies and planning for such collaborative proposals
as the study of the socioeconomic aspects of weather
and climate, a program on extratropical cyclones, a
weather modification program in the eastern United
States, an experimental climate forcasting center, a
series of programs to advance the atmospheric sciences
in the universities (such as the provision of weather
data to universities for research and pedagogical
purposes), and assistance to government agencies for
the recruitment of women and minorities. The CUPS
effort will be discussed in greater detail during the
annual meeting of the UCAR members' representatives
in October.

During this portion of the meeting, the board
also heard and supported UCAR president Robert White's
proposal for organizing the staff and activities of
UCAR to provide administrative and financial support,
oversee UCAR members' and trustees' affairs, and develop
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scientific programs. White has asked Bill Rawson to
assume the responsibilities of the director for UCAR
Administration, Finance, and Control in addition to
his position at NCAR. Stanley Ruttenberg, senior man-
ager in the NCAR Executive Director's Office, will head
UCAR scientific program development activities. Both
of these positions will be part-time. Leonard Romney,
UCAR executive officer, will also act as director of
Members' Affairs.

In matters directly related to NCAR, the board
approved the appointment of Walter Macintyre, Computing
Facility manager, as the director of the new Scientific
Computing Division. The board also approved the change
in the name of the Atmospheric Quality Division to
Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division (ACAD).
In his report on the Administration Division, Bill
Rawson identified two major challenges facing the
division in the next fiscal year: the implementation
of cost-recovery procedures for facility use charges,
which will add considerably to the workload in his
division, and the high cost of maintaining and oper-
ating the NCAR physical plant (the Mesa Laboratory
is showing wear after 14 years and, as a result of
differential settling, the building is beginning to
exhibit structural problems).

The board received SPEC reports for 1979-1980.
Two SPEC panels established to review the Atmospheric
Chemistry and Aeronomy Division and the Oceanography
Section of AAP have issued highly favorable reports
regarding the activities of the two groups. The
board also considered proposals for modifying the
SPEC review process, proposals which will be examined
by the UCAR members' representatives this fall. * SB

NCAR OPEN HOUSE PLANNED 3.

As part of its 20th anniversary celebration, NCAR
will be holding an open house on Friday and Saturday,
12 and 13 September. (This open house should not be
confused with the festivities for NCAR staff and visi-
tors scheduled for 22 August.) In preparation for this
event (the last open house, in 1977, drew roughly 5,000
visitors), representatives from most of NCAR's divisions
have formed a planning committee. Diane Johnson (Infor-
mation Office) and Karyn Smith (Executive Director's
Office), are cochairing the committee.
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"We expect that this open house will draw even
more people than the last one," Diane told Staf Notes,
"and the function of the committee is to make this
event as interesting and informative as possible. We
would really appreciate staff help on this. We need
as many ideas as possible for displays on NCAR's current
research and activities."

The committee is composed of:

Toni Chapman (Convective Storms Division)

Teresa DiMarco (Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy
Division)

Vonda Giesey (Administration)

Barbara Hill (Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
Division)

Justin Kitsutaka (Graphics), display coordinator

Vincent Lally (Global Atmospheric Measurements
Program)

APEX IV

The NCAR Queen Air N306D and its field crew le
last Monday for a four-week trip to Columbus, Ohio,
support the APEX IV (Acid Precipitation Experiment)
project. This is a continuing investigation of the
atmospheric chemistry underlying acid precipitation
headed by Allan Lazrus of the Atmospheric Chemistry
and Aeronomy Division. APEX involves measuring the
atmospheric acids and bases (including their precur
products, and the reactants involved) in the atmosph
between Colorado and the east coast. The investiga
are interested in how these chemicals vary during c
vective storm events as a function of altitude and
composition of cloud water and precipitation water,
the experiment also includes measuring the compositi
of the air feeding into and exiting from convective
cells. In addition to the NCAR personnel, scientis
from nine universities are participating in either
data collection or in the data analysis for APEX.

The Research Aviation Facility (RAF) support t
includes: Clay (Pete) Orum, project pilot; William
Whelpley, technician; and Paul Spyers-Duran, projec
engineer.
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Lynn Post (Research Systems Facility)

Charles Purdy (Research Aviation Facility)

Mary Trembour (Computing Facility)

Keith Watson (High Altitude Observatory)

James Wilson (Field Observing Facility)

"Although we have a good committee already work-
ing on ideas, none of us can know everything about
new projects, ideas, or programs everywhere, so any-
one with ideas for neat and snazzy displays on the
work in their group, particularly instruments,
should contact their representative. People in
groups without representation may contact either
Karyn or me directly," Diane said. "We have to have
a final list of displays ready by 1 August (it will
take time to translate the ideas into fact), so speed
is essential."

Please note that the deadline for display ideas
is next Friday, 1 August. * SB

RAF NEWS

Mountain-Induced Cumutus Convection ExpeiLment

ft RAF is also providing aircraft support to Dav
to Raymond and Marvin Wilkening of the New Mexico InstW

tute of Mining and Technology for their study of
mountain-induced cumulus convection. The NCAR Queen

, Air N304D departed on 21 July for the three-week
project, which is based in Socorro, New Mexico. The
twin-engine turbocharged aircraft is equipped with an

sors, inertial navigation system and a gust-probe system
here that includes dual fixed-vane, airflow-angle sensors;
tors fast-response, dynamic and static pressure transducers;
on- a Lyman-alpha hygrometer; and a fast-response tempera-
the ture probe. Other research instruments include a
so radiometer for remote sensing of surface temperature,
ion a cloud liquid water content meter, forward- and side-

viewing 16 mm time-lapse color film cameras, and a
ts cassette voice recorder for observer comments.
the

Raymond's objective in this experiment is to
define the airflow patterns and transport of heat and

eam moisture aloft caused by the elevated heat source of
the central New Mexico mountains. In addition to the

t instruments furnished by RAF, Wilkening will use a
continuous radon sampler to study the atmospheric
radon budget. (Previous experimenters have found radon
to be a good tracer of air movements.) The RAF support
team includes: Lester (Bill) Zinser, project pilot;
Rodger McIntosh, technician; and Keith Griffith,
project engineer.

* * * *
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

EAC ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bas ebaUf Tickets

The Employee Activities Committee (EAC) has
the opportunity to purchase tickets for the Denver
Bears/Omaha Royals baseball game, Thursday, 28 August,
for $1. The seats are general admission grandstand,
which usually sell for $2.50. A group of 50 is
necessary in order to receive the special discount
price. Contact EAC representative Tom Bettge, ext.
306, ML room 402D, if you are interested.

Di6count Movie Tickets

The Mann Theater discount coupons are now
available on the Mesa and at the 30th Street loca-
tions from the following EAC representatives:

Room

Tom Bettge

Robin Vaughan

Carol Nicolaidis

Ext.

ML 402D 306

RL-6 E192 77-604

RL-3 267 77-690

Eti'ch Gadens

Staff members and visitors are reminded to
pick up their discount tickets for the 6 August fes-
tivities at Elitch Gardens Amusement Park by con-
tacting EAC representatives Nita Razo, ML room 135,
ext. 262, or Mary Ann Pykkonen, RL-3 room 267, ext.
77-690. These tickets will enable holders to pur-
chase unlimited ride passes for $6.50 at the gate.
Soft drink coupons are also available, as are minia-
ture golf discount coupons.

STEPHEN SCHNEIDER TO MEET THE PRESS

NCAR scientist Stephen Schneider (Atmospheric
Analysis and Prediction Division) will be appearing
on the television program "Meet the Press" this
Sunday, 27 July, at 10:30 a.m., on NBC (Denver
Channel 4).

NSF, NOAA, AND NBS PHONE NUMBER CHANGES

The National Science Foundation has changed its
FTS numbers, and a new directory was issued this
spring (a copy is now on file with the NCAR switch-
board). If you are having difficulty reaching NSF
personnel (the old FTS numbers yield a busy signal),
try calling the new NSF personnel locator number:
FTS 35-79859.

In Boulder, the Department of Commerce (includ-
ing the National Bureau of Standards and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) has changed
its local commercial number to 497-3000.

LUNCHEON WINNER

Each week a free lunch is awarded to the person
whose name is drawn from a fishbowl of signed lunch
receipts in the Mesa Lab cafeteria. The free lunch
must be collected within a week of the Tuesday draw-
ing. The winner's name will be posted in the
cafeteria above the bowl, and will also appear in
Staff Notes (on Friday) as a reminder. This week's
winner is:

ED LORENZ

NEW STAFF MEMBERS
PHONE AND ROOM CHANGES

Ext.

Harold Baynton

James Dye

Ronald Gilleland

Sonia Gitlin

Kathryn Hymes

Joseph Krasnec

Harsh Passi

Charles Smythe

Room

393 ML 266

77-166 RL-6, E196

425

613 ML 394

253 ML 162

240 ML 380A

576 ML 13C

257 ML 385

Jeffrey Black: Student assistant II with the Convec-
tive Storms Division. RL-6 room C177, ext. 77-144.

Debra Blick: Electronics technician intern with the
Administration Division. RL-6 room E175, ext. 77-196.

Shian-shien Kung: Support scientist III with the
Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division. ML room
394, ext. 213.

Phyllis Melvin: Travel clerk with the Administration
Division. RL-6 room W126, ext. 77-103.

Barbara Plante: Support scientist I with the High
Altitude Observatory. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland, phone: 344-7883 (FTS).

Jacqueline Stokes: Affirmative action intern with
the Administration Division. ML room 150, ext. 569.
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RADAR DATA TAPES SCHEDULED FOR RECYCLING

Commensurate with policy approved by the Advisory Formal requests for the data should be submitted
Panel of the NCAR Field Observing Facility (FOF), five- no later than 1 October 1980 to Richard Carbone, FOF,
year-old Doppler radar data tapes are now being sched- at ext. 77-644. Rit also has details concerning dates,
uled for recycling. These data are in the public domain times, and tape format characteristics.
and may be claimed by interested investigators for a
fee of $25 to cover tape, shipping, and handling costs. In the event that more than one request is made
For a complete listing of this series, please see the for the same data, copies will be made at no extra
table accompanying this article. (There are approxi- charge. If no requests are received for particular
mately 400 field tapes for this group of experiments, data, they will be recycled beginning 1 October or on
A limited number of archive tapes for the 1974-75 the five-year deadline, whichever occurs later.
Cyclonic Extratropical Storms experiment [CYCLES] and
the 1975 Florida Area Cumulus Experiment [FACE] are
also available.)

Available Radar Tapes

Principal
Investigator

Project Location Time Period Number of Tapes

Peter Hobbs CYCLES Seattle, Washington 12/74 - 2/75' 121

R. C. Srivastava University of Illinois 2/75 - 3/75 21
Chicago

Roger Lhermitte FACE Florida 8/75 90

Peter Hobbs CYCLES Tacoma, Washington 12/75 - 1/76 160

DEPARTURES

Tommy Augustsson

Patricia Bell

Thomas Blackburn

William) Bolhofer

Georgia Bosse

John Comery

Mona Delitsky

Dana Dixon

Jane Farb

Alex Gholson

David Griffith

Steve Henry

Alan Hills

Hans Jensen

Melinda Johnson

27 June

5 July

27 June

30 June

30 June

1 June

27 June

5 July

30 June

27 June

23 June

16 May

28 June

11 July

12 July

Marta Kowalczyk

Sara Ladd

Stanley Mitchell

Barry Moore

Jeryl Mumpower

Clifford Murino

Edward Niple

Debra Plastrik

Arthur Poland

Jo Walsh

William Watt

Diane Willmarth

Engin Yalvac

27

4

30

27

30

5

23

15

30

27

27

27

27

June

July

June

June

June

July

June

June

June

June

June

June

June

NAME CHANGES

Karen Gzym: formerly Karen Heikkila.

Laura Lee McCauley: formerly Laura Lee Bolton.
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VISITORS

Guy Brasseur, Belgian Institute of Space Aeronomy,
Brussels, Belgium. Field of interest: Satellite data.
1 August-15 September. ML room 386, ext. 375.
--John Gille, Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy

Division

Leo Donner, University of Chicago. Field of interest:
Climate modeling. 15 July-14 August. ML room 300C,
ext. 479.
--V. Ramanathan, Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction

Division

Greg Holloway, University of Washington. Field of
interest: Statistical fluid theory. 21 July-11 August.
Library carrel 20, ext. 501.
--Jackson Herring, Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
Division

Hsiao-ming Hsu, University of Michigan. Field of
interest: Cloud modeling. 21 July-22 August.
ML room 144, ext. 510.
--Patrick Squires, Convective Storms Division

Ivar Isaksen, University of Oslo, Norway. Field of
interest: Atmospheric chemistry. 23 July-30 August.
ML room 369, ext. 243.
-- Paul Crutzen, Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy

Division

Fred Kopp, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology.
Field of interest: Storm simulations, including hail
processes and storm electricity. 25-28 July. Computing
carrel 22, dial "0" for paging service.
--Computing Facility

Jose Melgarejo, Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute, Norrkiping, Sweden. Field of interest:
Boundary layer dynamics. RL-6 room C176, ext. 77-162.
--Douglas Lilly, Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
Division

Francoise Millier, National Center for Scientific
Research, Stellar and Planetary Physics Laboratory,
France. Field of interest: Consitutents of the ter-
restrial atmosphere. 17 July-4 September. ML room 165,
ext. 698.
--Raymond Roble, Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy
Division

Sharon Nicholson, Clark University, Worcester, Massa-
chusetts. Field of interest: Climate variation.
16 July-14 August. ML room 330, ext. 433.
--Robert Chervin, Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction

Division

Jan Paegle, University of Utah. Field of interest:
Numerical simulation of diurnally modulated boundary
layer flows. 2-7 August. Computing carrel 36, dial
"0" for paging service.
-- Computing Facility

Philip Rasch, Florida State University. Field of
interest: Dynamics of N resonantly interacting equa-
torial waves. 22 July-1 August. Computing carrels,
dial "0" for paging service.
-- Computing Facility

W. E. Reifsnyder, Yale University. Field of
interest: Forest meteorology. 21-28 July. ML room
369, ext. 243.
--Patrick Zimmerman, Atmospheric Chemistry and

Aeronomy Division

Akisama Sumi, Japan Meteorological Agency, Tokyo,
Japan. Field of interest: Dynamic meteorology.
21 July-31 August. ML room 411, ext. 673.
--Akira Kasahara, Atmospheric Analysis and Predic-

tion Division

James Walega, University of Michigan. Field of
interest: Atmospheric research. 14-22 July.
ML room 174, ext. 643.
--Anthony Delany, Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy

Division

Norman Zabusky, University of Pittsburgh. Field of
interest: Nonlinear flow structures. 25 July-
14 August. ML room 426, ext. 316.
--Cecil Leith, Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction

Division

0
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The Library is currently holding lecture-demonstrations on Computer Literature

Searching and control of personal repxrint files. Please contact Chuck Wenger, ext. 428
if you would like to attend.

SAMPLE JOURNALS FOR REVIEW
The following journals are available in the library for your review and evaluation.

We would appreciate your comments as to whether the library should subscribe to them:

COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY. Fall 1979. Quarterly.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES. Sept 1979. Monthly.

SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH. July-Sept 1979. Quarterly.

NEW BOOKS
REFERENCE BOOKS DO NOT CIRCULATE.
REF. QC983 C55 1978. CLIMATES OF THE STATES: NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION NARRATIVE

SUMMARIES, TABLES, AND MAPS FOR EACH STATE, WITH CURRENT TABLES OF NORMALS, 1941-1970, MEANS AND EXTREMES
TO 1975, OVERVIEW OF STATE CLIMATOLOGIST PROGRAMS. V.1. ALABAMA-MONTANA, V. 2. NEBRASKA-PUERTO RICO
AND U.S. VIRGIN ISLAND. Ruffner J. A.

REF. TD145 C2 1972. CRC HANDBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL. Bond R. G.
REF. Tp200 Y38 1977. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: A GUIDE TO THE PHYSICAL, THERMODYNAMIC, AND TRANSPORT PROPERTY
DATA OF INDUSTRIALLY IMPORTANT CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS. Yaws C. L.

Q175.52 R9S58 1980. THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF SOVIET SCIENCE. Lubrano L. L.
QA9.8 H63 1979. GODEL, ESCHER, BACH: AN ETERNAL GOLDEN BRAID. Hofstadter D. R.
QA297 S96 1978. PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS. Szidarovszky F.
QC912.3 P34 1976. RADIATIVE PROCESSES IN METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY. Paltridge G. W.

NEW TECHNICAL REPORTS

ASTRONOMY

1-9327. ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1978 Indian Institute of Astrophysics.

1-9328. INTERNATIONAL MAGNETOSPHERIC STUDY 1976-1979 THIRD REPORT PROGRESS AND STATUS APRIL 1977.
1-9333. MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE STATISTICS FROM A SINGLE STATION Q INDEX APPLIED TO AN ACTUAL OTH-B RADAR

SITUATION. Dandekar B. S. 1979.

ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

1-9326. PARALLEL MODE HIGH DENSITY DIGITAL RECORDING TECHNICAL FUNDAMENTALS. Bell and Howell. 1979.

MATHEMATICS

1-9323. FOURIER SERIES ON SPHERES A GEOMETRIC PERSPECTIVE. Yee S. Y. K. 1980.

METEOROLOGY

1-9322. NUMERICAL STUDIES ON A GLOBAL BAROTROPIC VORTICITY EQUATION MODEL OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

Yee S. Y. K., et.al. 1979.
1-9325. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RADIATIVE PROPERTIES AND MASS CONTENT OF PHOSPHORIC ACID HC PETROLEUM OIL

AND SULFURIC ACID MILITARY SMOKES. Pinnick R. G., et.al. 1980.

1-9329. ESTIMATION OF LATERAL AND ROTATIONAL CLOUD DISPLACEMENT FROM SATELLITE PICTURES. Haass U. L.,

et.al. 1979.
1-9330. CONDENSED STORAGE OF DIFFUSION EQUATION SOLUTIONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODEL COMPUTATIONS.

Bass J. N. 1980.



NEW MICROFICHE
SATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

N8017652. DETAILED AEROLOGICAL TABLES FM THE INTERNATIONAL OZONE SURVEY. Deut. Wetterdienst Hohenpeissenberg
West Germany. 1978.

N8017654. METHODS OF STERFDSCOPIC CLOUD ANALYSIS FROM SPACE. Lorenz D., et.al. 1979.
N8017656. EFFECT OF WEATHER SHIPS ON NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION. Timmerman H. 1979.
N8017657. BAROCLINIC FOUR LEVEL MODEL WITH FILTERED EQUATIONS. Denexterblokland A. W. 1979.
N8017658. THERMAL WIND ESTIMATES FROM SYNOPTIC AIR TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS. Cats G. J.
N8017659. WIND PROFILE ESTIMATES UP TO 200M FROM SYNOPTIC OBSERVATIONS. Cats G. J. 1979.
PB80141815. UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH AND NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
FISCAL YEAR 1977 ANNUAL REPORT. Natl. Center for Atmospheric Research. 1977.

PB80141823. UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH AND NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
FISCAL YEAR 1978 ANNUAL REPORT. Natl. Center for Atmospheric Research. 1979.

PB80143068. INTERNAL STORM MOTIONS FROM A SINGLE NON DOPPLER WEATHER RADAR TECHNICAL NOTE. Rinehart R. E.
1979.

PB80143118. ISENTROPIC TRAJECTORIES FOR DERIVATION OF OBJECTIVELY ANALYZED METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
TECHNICAL NOTE. Haagenson P. et.al. 1979.

PB80143233. CASE STUDIES ON CONVECTIVE STORMS CASE STUDY 4 FIRST ECHO CASE 27 JULY 1976 TECHNICAL NOTE.
Breed D. W. 1979.

PB80143241. CASE STUDIES ON CONVECTIVE STORMS CASE STUDY 5 FIRST ECHO CASE 12 JULY 1978 TECHNICAL NOTE.
Hunter S. M., et.al. 1980.

PB80143928. LIQUID WATER MEASUREMENTS IN HIGH ELEVATION CONTINENTAL CUMULI. Breed D. W. 1979.
PB80144918. REVIEW OF MICRO-AND BUILDINGPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DRIVING RAIN. Lyberg M. D. National Swedish

Inst. for Building Research Stockholm. 1979.
PB80144934. SIERRA COOPERATIVE POLOT PROJECT DATA INVENTORY 1978-79. Water and Power Resources Service
Denver Co. 1979.

PB80145113. MARINERS WEATHER LOG VOLUME 23 NUMBER 6. Wilson E. E. 1979.
PB80146152. REGIONAL SURFACE WIND MODEL FOR MOUNTAINOUS COASTAL AREAS TECHNICAL REPORT. Overland J. E.,

et.al. 1979.
PB80147986. MODELS OF ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR BUDGET FOR THE TEXAS HIPLEX AREA TECHNICAL REPORT.
Williams S. F., et.al. 1979.

PB80148117. SATELLITE CLOUD CLIMATOLOGICAL RESULTS 1978 COMPARISON TO 1976-77 TECHNICAL REPORT.
eynolds D. W., et.al. 1979.. PB80148299. SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY AND AIR QUALITY PATTERNS IN THE ST. LOUIS RAPS PROGRAM FINAL REPORT.
Robinson E., et.al. 1980.

PB80149198. ACCURACY OF MEAN AREAL PRECIPITATION ESTIMATES. Vicens G. J., et.al. 1979.
PB80150816. PRECIPITATION PROBABILITIES AND STATISTICS FOR ALABAMA WEATHER SERIES. Getz R. R., et.al.

1979.
PB80151228. SIERRA COOPERATIVE PILOT PROJECT DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS FOR THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY 1979
THROUGH 30 JUNE 1979 INTERIM PROGRESS REPORT SUPPLEMENT A DATA ANALYSIS. Solak M., et.al. 1980.

PB80153356. ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE IMAGERY KEY TO METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS DOCUMENTATION NO 5.4. National
Environmental Satellite Service Washington D.C. 1979.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ADAO80601. TRANSFORMATION OF GROUPED OR CENSORED DATA TO NEAR NORMALITY. Guerrero V. M., et.al. 1979.
ADA080625. MULTICS REMOTE DATA ENTRY SYSTEM VOLUME I. Birnbaum D., et.al. 1979.
ADA080684. A PARTITIONED DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM. Mesecar R., et.al. 1978.
ADA080709. AN INTRODUCTION TO APPLEID MULTIPLE TIME SERIES ANALYSIS. Tiao G. C., et.al. 1979.
ADA080715. TRANSFORMING GROUPED BIVARIATE DATA TO NEAR NORMALITY. Guerrero V. M., et.al. 1979.
ADA080721. REMARK ON AN EQUIVALENT RELATION IN LEAST SQUARE APPROXIMATION. Jury E. I., et.al. 1979.
ADA080724. VECTOR PROCESSORS: MODELS AND APPLICATIONS. Calahan D. A., et.al. 1979.
N8017321. TMS COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE VOLUMEl: COMPUTER INTERFACES. Brown J. S., et.al. 1979.
N8017322. TMS COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE VOLUME 2: BUS INTERFACE UNIT. Brown J. S. et.al. 1979.
N8017638. DOCUMENTATION OF THE FOURTH ORDER BAND MODEL. Kalnay Rivas E., et.al. 1979.
N8017738. DIALOG WITH A COMPUTER FOR TEXT EDITING AND DATA BASE HANDLING. Thernquist P. 1979.
N8017739. ON THE SOLVING OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS ON A HYBRID COMPUTER. Lenclos. 1979.
N8017741. EVALUATION OF A SIMULATION FRAME PROGRAM FOR THE EAI PACER 100. Lange H. 1978.
N8017742. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SOME ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES ON A COMPUTER. Evans G. A., et.al. 1978.

N8017743. A PACKAGE OF ROUTINES FOR LINEAR INVERSE PROBLEMS VOLUMEl: REFINED DATA COMPUTATION.
Cuer M., et.al. 1979.

N8017748. REPORTS ON THE USE OF THE PASCAL P SYSTEM. Austermuehl B., et.al. 1977.
N8017749. A REVIEW OF INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS EMPHASIZING PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES. Hoffmann H., et.al. 1978.
N8017751. MODEL OF A MULTILEVEL DIALOG. Hoffmann H. 1979.
N8017765. APPLYING INTEGRALS OF MOTION TO THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Jezewski D. J.

1979.
N8017766. COMMENTS ON NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS OF THE LAPLACE EQUATION AND CALCULATION

OF EIGENVALUES BY THE GRID METHOD. Lyusternik L. A. 1980.
* PB80146012. CII HONEYWILL BULL COBOL V-50.124-4. (VALIDATION SUMMARY REPT.). Federal Compiler Testing

Center, Washington D.C. 1980.
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NCA R is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Salaries for new employees and for current employees receiving
reassignments will be between the range minimum and maximum
shown for each job. Specific starting salaries are determined
by comparing the applicant's qualifications with the job re-
quirements and assessing expected performance levels.

REGULAR, FULL-TIME

Administrative Secretary - #2565

ADM - NCAR Director's Office

Non-exempt range 26: $956 - 1,238/month
DUTIES: Will provide secretarial support to the
Director of NCAR, and general support to the

Director's office. Will take and transcribe oraldictation for correspondence, memos, notes of
meetings. Will type correspondence and reports;

will maintain files, logs of actions underway and
schedule of appointments; will assist staff with

planning of events and other special projects, as
needed.REQUIRES:

-- Thorough knowledge of spelling, grammar,
punctuation and composition

-- Thorough knowledge of modern office proce-
dures and protocols

-- High level skill in communicating effectively
with a wide range of people

--Accurate typing skill at about 70 WPM
-- Skill in taking and transcribing oral dicta-

tion for correspondence and meeting notes
-- Skill in establishing effective working

rel ati onshi ps
-- Skill in working under pressure with time

deadlines and complex activities underway
-- Skill in handling confidential information
-- Ability to use initiative and good judgement

in varying situations

Margareta Domecki, X581

Compensation and Benefits Coordinator- #2560

ADM - Personnel

Exempt range 75: $21,987 - 34,086/year
DUTIES: Responsible for the design, development,
implementation, and administration of a compen-

sation and benefits program which meets the needs
of NCAR management and enables NCAR to attract and
retain competent staff and which complies with
equal opportunity, affirmative action, ERISA, and
other legal requirements. Supervises employees
who assist with the administration of this program.
REQUIRES:

-- Comprehensive knowledge of the principles
and methods of modern personnel administration,

including extensive knowledge of salary
administration and up-to-date knowledge of all
government regulations pertaining to
Compensation and Benefits administration

--Ability to manage others effectively and to
establish and maintain effective working

relationships with employees, NCAR staff, and
other units of Personnel Office

-- Skill at evaluating and developing an
effective salary administration system

--Skill at interpreting and applying policies
within general guidelines

-- Skill at establishing priorities and planning
effectively for their accomplishment

-- Skill at effective oral and written communi-

cation about sensitive issues and through
report preparation and presentation

--Demonstrated skill at using good judgment in
decision-making

--Skill at identifying problems and recommend-
ing imaginative and effective solutions

--Ability to quickly appreciate NCAR's unique
qualities and understand its needs in the
area of Compensation and Benefits, so as to

be able to formulate responsive policies and
procedures

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--Work experience in a research organization

Margareta Domecki, X581

Custodian (2) - #2553 & #2554

ADM - Plant Maintenance
Non-exempt range 24: $790 - 1,024/month
DUTIES: General cleaning such as washing (walls,

furniture, ashtrays, windows/doors, trash recep-
tacles), polishing, dusting, removing trash,
mopping, waxing and buffing floors. Will make
minor repairs and report conditions which may
require major repairs. Will remove snow from steps,
doorways and entry sidewalks as needed.
REQUIRES:

--Skill in comprehending basic work instruc-
tions given in the English language

--Skill in following and remembering procedures
--Skill in working well independently

(continued)
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--Physical strength and endurance to lift a
5-gallon bucket of wax or water and operate
a 1,000 pound floor cleaning machine

--Willingness to work alone in isolated areas
ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:

--Previous custodial experience
--Skill in operating floor waxing and scrubbing
equipment

--Valid Colorado driver's license
NOTE: Schedule will be 6:p.m. to 2:a.m. Monday
through Friday.
Margareta Domecki, X581

Electronics Engineer - #2522

ATD - National Scientific Balloon Facility
Exempt range 58: $24,384 - 37,800/year
DUTIES: Will conduct research and development
efforts in electronics for the NSBF. Will perform
hands-on design efforts for electronics devices
and systems used in high altitude scientific
ballooning. Will represent the NSBF in confer-
ences and meetings to present information, resolve
questions and plan and coordinate work. May
supervise work of a small number of engineers and
technicians.
REQUIRES:

--BSEE
--High level skill in design of solid state
devices, RF systems and system integration

-- Knowledge of telecommand and data retrieval
through use of satellites

--Skill in planning, scheduling and coor-
dinating detailed phases of engineering
work

--Skill at making independent decisions on
engineering problems and methods

--Some skill in FORTRAN programming
-- Skill in writing technical papers and

reports
--Ability/willingness to travel about twice a
year on trips lasting from seven to ten days
each

--Skill in effectively interacting with
subordinate staff, upper management and
scientific staff within NCAR and from
academic and governmental institutions

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--Skill in BASIC programming

This position is located in Palestine, Texas.
Margareta Domecki, X581

Employment Assistant - #2556

ADM - Personnel
Non-exempt range 26: $956 - 1,238/month
DUTIES: To perform a variety of clerical, secre-
tarial and other employment-related duties for
the Employment Unit staff. Conducts initial
screening interviews with applicants, handles
heavy volume of phone calls, controls telephone
and in-person traffic flow for Employment Unit,. determines if applicants qualify for current/future openings, processes heavy volume of appli-
cations and requests for staff, following numerous,

complex procedures.
REQUIRES:

--Typing skill at about 60 WPM

--Skill in effective communication, particularly
in sensitive and difficult situations

-- Skill in maintaining effective working
relationships with others

-- Solid secretarial experience (personnel
experience preferred), providing a knowledge
of standard office procedures and methods-- Skill in using good judgment and making

.decisions within specific guidelines
-- Skill in tedious detail work and setting

priorities for self and temporary clerical
help

-- Skill in accomplishing a heavy volume of work
under time deadlines and with many interrup
tions

--Ability to use initiative and work on own
-- Substantial interest in personnel work

Position available on 24 September 1980
Marsha Hanson, X517

Engineer IV - #2504

ATD - FOF
Exempt range 59: $29,508 - 45,744/year
DUTIES: Is responsible for overall management of
the Remote Sensing Group including all functions
associated with development, operation and main-
tenance of meteorological Doppler radars, lidar
and other remote sensing facilities which support
several major research programs each year.
REQUIRES:

--Advanced degree or equivalent in EE, physics
or applied mathematics

--Knowledge of pulsed Doppler radar theory
-- Knowledge of digital radar signal processing

techniques
--Knowledge of analog processing techniques
-- Knowledge of transmitters, receivers,

antennas, state-of-the-art hardware
-- Skill in overall radar system analysis anddesign
-- Hands-on skill in designing and developing

one or more of the above component areas for
radar systems

-- Skill level normally associated with persons
having 10 or more years experience

-- Skill in technical leadership, management
and planning

--Skill in effectively interacting with sub-
ordinate staff, upper management, and
scientific staff within NCAR and from
academic and governmental institutions

-- Willingness to manage group in ways consistent
with NCAR policies and Affirmative Action
program

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Knowledge of field of Doppler radar meteor-

ol oqy
-- Knowledge of random signal theory in the

analysis of radar systems using signal
theory techniques

-- Ph.D. in engineerino, physical sciences or
mathematics

Marsha Hanson, X517

0
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Manaqer of Operations - #2489

ATD - Computing Facility
Exempt range 77: $26,565 - 41,176/year
DUTIES: This person has full responsibility for all
aspects of the Facility's hardware, with the ex-
ception of initial procurement. He/she is specif-
ically responsible for the maintenance of the hard-
ware, minimization of down time due to hardware
faults (including failure of communications gear),
hardware inventory, assignment of equipment to
maximize its usefulness, the efficient scheduling
of the computers and management of the Operations
staff.
REQUIRES:

--Demonstrated skill in the management of the
operations of a major academic computing
center

--Previous experience managing: (1) systems
of dissimilar computers, (2) multiple RJE
terminals, (3) large scale systems of inter-
active terminals and (4) minicomputer and
terminal maintenance

--Willingness/ability to manage unit's employees
in ways consistent with NCAR policies and
AA program goals

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--B.S. or equivalent in business, math, natural

sciences or computer science
--Five years experience in the management of

the operations of a major academic computing
center

Marsha Hanson, X517

Manager of User Services - #2537

ATD - Computing Facility
Exempt range 77: $26,565 - 41,176/year
DUTIES: To manage a liaison and information ser-
vice for users of a central computing facility
and to provide support in the areas of user
information, planning, communication, documentation,
libraries and multi-user software.
REQUIRES:

--B.S. or equivalent in physical science
--Substantial computing experience
--Several years experience (preferably at

least 3 years) managing a user services
group in an academic environment

--Willingness/ability to manage unit's employees
in ways consistent with NCAR policies and
AA program goals

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--Advanced degree in physical science

Marsha Hanson, X517

Ph. D. Scientist (Experimental) - #2507

AQD - Optical Techniques Group
Exempt range 82: $21,588 - 33,408/year

(first 3-year appointment)
DUTIES: Will develop the technique of tunable
laser absorption spectroscopy and apply it to the
measurement of trace gases in the atmosphere. Will
participate in the overall, scientific and fiscal
planning within the division and will design exper-
iments which support those overall goals. Will
participate with other division scientists in the
planning of advanced optical instrumentation for

use in atmospheric research, including space-borne
experiments.
REQUIRES:

--Ph. D. in physics, atmospheric science or
closely related field with specialization
in optical instrumentation and/or atmospheric
chemical measurements using optical methods

--Experience appropriate to this project
equivalent to 2 years post-Ph. D. demonstrating
ability to plan, design and execute field
experiments from concept to completion

--Some experience in 2 or more of the following
areas: tunable laser diodes, instrumentation
on aircraft for atmospheric measurements,
high resolution infrared spectroscopy, design
of complex optical instruments, experience in
performing and interpreting atmospheric
measurements in the field

--Skill in working independently and interacting
scientifically with others

--Experimental abilities in areas of optics,
electronics, solid state lasers, cryogenics
and vacuum technology

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--Aircraft experimentation experience
--Training or experience in gas phase infrared
spectroscopy

Marsha Hanson, X517

Proqrammer II (Applications) - #2561
- - , . . . . ..-7I I - - f . .

CSDExempt range 61: $18,660 - 27,996

DUTIES: Will participate.in the development of
the software for the processing of aircraft data
obtained from the CCOPE experiment in 1981. Will
develop a central system for processing of data,

an interactive system for editing and synthetizing
data and software to mesh this data with radar
data (conventional and Doppler).
REQUIRES:

-- M.S. or equivalent in computer science, engi-
neering or math

--Substantial FORTRAN programming skills
--Skill in design of interactive systems
--Skill in handling large multi-perimeter data

sets
-- Skill in development of large software packages

--Skill in effective communication
-- Skill in documentating of programs
-- Skill in organizing and carrying through

routine data processing
-- Ability/willingness to participate in field

trips of up to 2 weeks during spring and

summer
NOTE: This is a term appointment expected to last
two years.
Margareta Domecki, X581

Programmer III - IV/User Services - #2539

ATD - Computing Facility

Exempt range 62: $22,584 - 35,016/year
or 63: $27,300 - 42,288/year

DUTIES: Will provide general expertise in the area
of computer communications, especially related to
remote terminals and remote job entry; will assist
in the implementation and planning of an I/0
computer system whose functions include remote

0
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terminal and remote computer access to the CF's
major systems; will assist in the planning and
implementation of a system of terminals for all
on-site users of the CF; will provide consultation
and writing user-oriented documents about computer
communications services; will participate in
advancing the CF's hardware and software toward the
state-of-the-art in communications technology; will
be responsible for general software development
and maintenance.
REQUIRES:

--M.S. in computing science, math, engineering
or equivalent

--Strong background in computer communications
to include work with both synchronous and
asynchronous protocols

--Skill in working well both independently and
in a group

--High level skill in anticipating and planning
for computing needs

--High level of skill in communicating effec-
tively with computer users

--Demonstrated skill in writing technical
documentation

--Willingness and ability to learn quickly
about new advances in computer and software
technology

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Experience in scientific software planning

and development
--Experience in remote batch job entry systems
--Familiarity with packet switching networks

and protocol
--Familiarity with host-to-host type protocols

having file transmission capabilities
--Familiarity with a wide variety of communi-

cations hardware devices
Margareta Domecki, X581

Security Guard - #2564

ATD - NSBF
Non-exempt range 25: $869 - 1,126/month
DUTIES: Will protect buildings and contents
against loss by fire, theft and illegal entry.
Will make inspection trips by foot and vehicle
inside and outside buildings. Will serve on fire
brigade and render first aid when necessary. Will
receive and relay general and technical messages
after normal working hours.
REQUIRES:

--Demonstrated strength and stamina to make
required rounds, move fire equipment and
work alone in isolated areas

--Demonstrated skill in communicating
effectively, verbally and in writing, with
a wide range of people and in using good
judgment

-- Skill in remembering and following proce-
dures

-- Ability to qualify for a GSA driver's license
(one cannot have more than 2 moving violations
in the past 3 years)

~--Ability to obtain an American Red Cross first
aid certificate

This position is located in Palestine, Texas.
Margareta Domecki, X581

Systems Programmer II- III -#2350

ATD - Computing Facility
Exempt range 61: $18,660 - 27,996/year (II)

or 62: $22,584 - 35,016/year (III)
DUTIES: Will perform software maintenance of NCAR's
Modcomp II, RJE (remote job entry) system. A de-
velopment effort will include improved host job
status display capabilities and the final imple-
mentation of a network driver connecting the remote
job entry system to the local network as well as
connecting the proposed RJE replacement system
to the network.
REQUIRES:

--M.S. or equivalent in computer science, EE,
or mathematics

-- 2 - 5 years (level II) or6 - 9years (level
III) of systems programming with demonstrated
skill in maintenance of operating system
software and writing/modifying peripheral
equipment drivers

--Skill in assembly language programming and
FORTRAN, with minicomputer, RJE protocols,
terminals and modems, preferably the Modcomp
II

Marsha Hanson, X517

Systems Programmer II - III - #2359

ATD - Computing Facility
Exempt range 61: $18,660 - 27,996/year

or 62: $22,584 - 35,016/year
DUTIES: Will perform software maintenance on
CRAY 1 operating system. Will be involved in
identifying sections of the operating system code
that do not function according to specifications,
providing problem by-pass suggestions to users
awaiting fixes, generating new versions of the
system following vendor releases, providing and
updating modifications relating to NCAR's
accounting needs and consulting with users of
system behavior.
REQUIRES:

-- M.S. or equivalent in computer science or
related fields

-- 2 - 5 years (level II) or 6 - 9 years (level
III) of system programming where duties
included maintenance of operating system
software on medium or large scale system
environment and participation in file backup
procedures

--Substantial skill in assembly language
programming and FORTRAN

Marsha Hanson, X517

REGULAR, PART-TIME

Administrative Secretary - #2555 (3/4 time)

ADM - Publications Office
Non-exempt range 26: $717 - 929/month (=3/4 salary)
DUTIES: Will provide secretarial support for staff
of eight. Will do a variety of tasks to include
the following: technical/scientific typing and
coding for typesetting on word processing equip-
ment, proofreading and direction of a reprint
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stock clerk.
REQUIRES:

--High degree of accuracy in typing at about
60 WPM and following heavily edited copy

-- Basic skills and knowledge of variety of
secretarial tasks

--High degree of accuracy in spelling and
comprehensive knowledge of English grammar,
punctuation and composition

--Organizational skill needed to manage a wide
variety of activities according to office
priorities and schedule in the midst of many
interruptions

--Communication skill to work with 8 staff
members who have different schedules and
who are frequently away from the office and
to handle a wide variety of requests and
inquiries from individuals inside and outside
NCAR

--Interest/willingness to do what is necessary
to share this position

--Skill in proofreading
--Interest/willingness to learn to operate

word processing equipment
-- Ability/willingness to work required

schedule: 40 hours one week, then Wednesday
1:00 p.m. to Friday 5:00 p.m. the next week.

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--Experience in operating text editing/word

processing equipment
A spelling test and two typing tests (straight and
heavily edited) will be given to final candidates.
Marsha Hanson, X517

Systems/Automation Librarian - #2562 (1/2 time)

ADM - Communications Services
Exempt range 41: $8,260 - 12,805/year (= 1/2 salary)
DUTIES: Will design new systems and maintain the
existing manual and computer-aided information
processing systems in the library to include:
writing computer programs, documenting and main-
taining the programs, writing operating manuals,
designing forms, instructing personnel in use
of systems, ensuring that existing systems are
cost-effective.
REQUIRES:

--B.S. or equivalent in Computer Science or
Librarianship

--Substantial knowledge of and skill in FORTRAN
programming to include troubleshooting and
correcting program failures

--Knowledge of computer and terminal operations
--Skill in communicating effectively with a

wide range of people, both orally and in
writing

-- Ability to organize and set priorities for
self and for automation group

-- Basic math skills
ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:

-- Interest in computer applications in libraries
Margareta Domecki, X581

SPECIAL PROJECT, FULL-TIME

Support Scientist I - #2559

AQD
Exempt range 80: $14,592 - 21,900/year
DUTIES: Will carry out sample collection, radio-
chemical separation, and radioactivity measure-
ments of radon and thoron and selected radioactive
daughter products in laboratory chambers and natural
environments, with general supervision and guidance
on methods and procedures for experimental radon
and radon progeny studies.
REQUIRES:

-- B.S. or equivalent in chemistry, physics or
biology

-- Knowledge of analytical chemistry
-- Knowledge of general chemical laboratory

procedures
--Basic knowledge of mathematics
-- Willingness/ability to participate in local

field trips
ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:

--Experience with radiochemical procedures and
nuclear measurement techniques

NOTE: This job will last one year, with probability
of yearly renewal.
Margareta Domecki, X581

TEMPORARY, FULL-TIME

Machinist/Instrument Maker III - #2558

ATD - Research Systems Facility
Non-exempt range 31: $1,539 - 1,993/month
DUTIES: To machine scientific instruments parts
out of a variety of materials to include stainless
steel, aluminum, brass, steel and plastics, from
formal, informal or verbal instructions. Will
contribute solutions and ideas to problems en-
countered in the development of experimental
equipment.

REQUIRES:
--High level skill in machine operation (lathes,

mills, drill presses, surface and cylinder
grinders)

--Skill in interpreting formal drawings, infor-
mal sketches and verbal instructions

--Skill in prototype machining to include
R/D work

--Skills in some of the following: sheet metal
and plastics fabrication, molding and forming,
welding, brazing, precision grinding, lapping,
pattern development and casting

--Physical strength to occasionally lift 100
pounds to 3 feet

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--Tool grinding experience
-- Skill in developing ideas and contributing

on a design level
This position will be full-time for about three
months.
Marsha Hanson, X517
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Writer/Editor II - #2546

CSD
Exempt range 41: $1,377 - 2,134/mo
DUTIES: To copy-edit and coordinate production
of a report in hardbound book form entitled
Hailstorms in the Central High Plains of North
America. Under the general guidance of the
Director of CSD, will deal directly with authors,
reviewers, technical typists, and graphics, print-
ing and publications personnel to assure smooth
progress of production to its completion.
REQUIRES:

--Excellent language skills in spelling, gram-
mar, style and vocabulary

--Skill in paying extremely careful attention
to detail

--Skill in overall coordination and production
of publishing project

--Working knowledge of standards of scholarly
publishing

--Skill in communicating and dealing effectively
with a broad range of people

--Knowledge of standard editorial reference
--Skill in using initiative and independent
judgment within general guidelines

-- Ability/willingness to learn new terminology
and information

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
--Some familiarity with basic concepts in the

physical sciences
Note: This position is for four months with an

additional extension of another four months.
A written test will be given to final applicants.
Margareta Domecki, X581

CASUAL (WILL CALL)

Custodian (5) - #2548 - 2552

ADM - Plant Maintenance
Non-exempt range 24: $4.55 - 5.90/hour
DUTIES: General cleaning such as washing (walls,
furniture, ashtray, windows/doors, trash recep-
tacles), polishing, dusting, removing trash,
mopping, waxing nd buffing floors. Will make
minor repairs and report conditions which may
require major repairs. Will remove snow from steps,
doorways and entry sidewalks as needed.
REQUIRES:

--Skill in comprehending basic work instructions
given in the English language

--Skill in following and remembering procedures
--Skill in working well independently
-- Physical strength and endurance to lift a
5-gallon bucket of wax or water and operate
a 1,000 pound floor cleaning machine

--Willingness/ability to work on a call-as-
needed basis Monday through Friday from
6:p.m. to 2:a.m.

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Previous custodial experience
--Skill in operating floor waxing and scrubbing
equipment

--Valid Colorado driver's license
Margareta Domecki, X581

TEMPORARY, PART-TIME

Research Assistant I - #2544

ADM - MONEX
Flat rate: $4.35/hour (20 hours per week)
DUTIES: Will assist in routine data analysis and
plotting. Some statistical evaluations may be
required. Will also assist in other project-
related activities as required.
REQUIRES:

-- Knowledge of statistics acquired through
either college level courses or work
experience

-- Skill in detail work and accuracy
--Skill in working independently within
guidelines

--Skill in remembering and following written
or oral procedures

-- Ability/willingness to perform routine tasks
ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:

--Experience in statistical significance
testing

--Student status in any field requiring
graphical and statistical data analysis

Position will last through September
with a possibility of extension.
Margareta Domecki, X5310



July 28 through August 4, 1980

MONDAY, July 28

o Sun-Weather Seminar -- The QBO, Symmetry Points,
and Some Evidence for Extra-Terrestrial
Weather Effects, Glenn W. Brier, Department
of Atmospheric Sciences, CSU

12:00 noon

NCAR Mesa Lab, Damon Room

TUESDAY, July 29

Open

WEDNESDAY, July 30

Open

THURSDAY, July 31

Open

FRIDAY, August 1

Open

MONDAY, August 4

Open

Calendar Notes announcements may be mailed to
Vonda Giesey, ML 136. Wednesday at 12:00 noon
is the deadline for items to be included in the
Calendar Notes.


